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ABSTR.l\CT 
This study was designed to research the development 
of the physical education program at Eastern Illinois 
University relative to its use of audio visual materials . 
The period covered was 1899-1984 . The curriculum of 
physical education was researched from 1899-1924 to pro­
vide background for the reporting of the early use of 
audio visual materials . 
The writer interviewed Dr . Gene i·�. Scholes , 
Director of the Audio Visual c enter , and checked the 
center ' s  i nventory records . The writer also interviewed 
staff members of the Physical Education Department and 
thereby established that instructional media materi als 
were used extensively in athletics and in departmental 
activities . This would seem appropri ate since physical 
activities such as dance , sports and swimming are either 
audio or visually oriented movements and actions . 
The study also inc ludes exampl es of physical educa­
tion curriculum patterns for the years 1899-1924 . Photo­
graphic samples of physical education activities , of 
student pictures. and of campus bui ldings are i l lustra­
tive of the early use of audio visual materials . 
In recent years video-audio technology has developed 
i ii 
in enormous dimensions , especi ally i n  the field of 
sports , cultural entertainment and performance .  The use 
of special techniques in presenting games gives a much 
better perspective to both coaches and performers . It 
is expected that in the next decade , increased usage of 
these media will result in a noticeable improvement in 
the effectiveness of these individuals . 
iv 
PREFACE 
I n  order to research the instructional media 
materials used in the physical education program at 
Eastern I llinois University (referred to later in the 
study as " Eastern " ) , the writer feels that one should 
first know physical education at Eastern I llinoi s  Uni­
versity in general . Eastern had an excellent program 
from the very beginning , especially physical education 
for women. S ince the development of the physical edu­
cation program was l engthy , and beyond the field exper­
ience requirement , the writer researched the first 
twenty-five years of Physical Education for Women and 
Physical Education for Men as the first part of thi s  
paper , and covered the instructional media materials 
used in the physical education program since 1899 to 
the present as the second part of this paper . Because 
only the current records of purchasing equipment and 
supplies are available either in the Physical Education 
Department or in the Purchasing Office , the writer 
interviewed a number of long time faculty members fror:t 
the Physical Education Department . The writer wants to 
thank Dr . Dorothy Hart , Dr . Maynard O ' Brien , Mr. William 
J • .McCabe , Dr. H. Lorraine Flower , Hrs .  Alice c. 
v 
Stoughton , Mr. John L .  Beabout and Mr. Ronald D .  Amyx , 
Director and Engineer , respectively , of the Radio & 
Television Center , and Dr . Gene w. Scholes , Director of 
the Audio Visual Center , for their help in making this 
research paper possible .  The writer also wants to extend 
her thanks to Dr . Robert c. Wiseman , for his guidance and 
support. 
Marina Yu 
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CHAPTER I 
THE FIRST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
1899-1924 
Physical Education for Women 
Eastern Illinois Univers ity , formerly the Eastern 
I llinois State Normal School , opened its door to students 
in 189 9 .  !1r. Livingston c .  Lord was the first president . 
The first year ' s  CIRCULAR OF I�!FORHATIO!:l contains 
the following sub-headings : " 30ARD OF TRUSTEES , CALENDAR 
FOR 189 9-1900 , FACULTY, CIRCULAR , LOCATION OF SCHOOL , 
SATURDAY SESSIONS , RURAL SCHOOLS , COURSE OF STUDY , 
( including One Year course for college Graduates , Two 
Years' Course for Graduates of Approved High Schools , 
Three Years ' course , and Four Years• course) PRACTICE 
SCHOOL , STUDIES , LIBRARY , READING ROOM , TUITION , TEXT­
BOOKS , BOARDING , ATTENDANCE AT CHURCH and DEDICATION. " l 
There were no physical education classes listed 
during the first three years. Physical education for 
women was created in 1902 as " Physical Culture , "  which 
appeared under the third year catalogue of 1 9 0 1-1902 
with announcements for 1902-19 0 3  as follows : 
Physical Culture 
The exercises given are those l�nown as the " Emerson 
System" , with the addition of marching and running 
2 
exercises , and adapted movements from the Ling systen 
of gymnastics . 
The aim of the Emerson system i s  to give poise , 
strength , grace and beauty to the body and all 
of its movements . In a comparatively short time 
results will be apparent , so that the student , after 
even a short course in this work , will feel that he 
has something definite to take away with him. 
For this 
needed . 
fortable 
work no speci al gymnasium costume is 
The exercises rnay be taken in any com­
dress. 2 
Hiss I'�atherine Gi ll , a Reading teacher , was 
assigned to teach thi s  initial cours e .  She taught from 
1902-1904 , then was r eplaced by Edith c. Bailey , another 
Reading teacher , who taught from 1904-1906 . 
No record of Physical Education teaching staff 
was listed from 1906-1909 . Miss Alice M .  Christiansen 
was hired in 1909 . She was considered to be highly 
trained and of high character and standing. The follow-
ing paragraph described her educational background and 
the physical education courses to be taught : 
Physical Education 
A new and stronger emphasis is being put upon the 
care and training of the body. The school has made 
generous and ample provision for the physical educa­
tion of the young men and young women who attend it. 
Hiss Alice M. Christiansen , a graduate of the Boston 
Normal School of Gymnastics , of high character and 
standing , with ample experi ence and knowledge , will 
be in charge of the physical education of the young 
women during the coming year , giving instruction in 
gymnastics , anatomy , and kinesiology. She knows 
much of the health of the body and the training and 
instruction to be given wil l  prevent the loss of 
many a day by i llnes s .  
It is hoped that a man equally competent may be 
secured to direct the ph¥sical education of the 
young men of the school .  
3 
There was an Athletic Association for interested 
men students , 4 although a men ' s  physical education curri-
culurn did not exist until 1 9 1 1 .  The first Athleti c and 
Oratorical !·!eet under the auspices of the Eastern I l l inois 
State Normal School Athletic Association was held in 
Charleston on May 8 ,  1909 . One hundred and forty-one 
athletes from twenty-four different high schools partici-
pated in athl etics , and twenty-six from nineteen high 
schools took part in oratory. In the girls ' oratorical 
contest , Miss May Honnold won first place and Miss Hazel 
Eddy won second place. 5 
The 11th year catalogue of the Eastern I llinois 
state Normal School 1 9 09-1910 with announcements for 
1910-19 1 1  included a statement r elative to the physical 
education program , indicating that the students were 
required to take a physical examination in the beginning 
of each Fall term , and at the close of the school year . 
Physical exercises were selected to meet the student ' s  
individual needs . Students were also required to wear 
gym outfits and gym shoe s .  
In order to give the students a practical know­
ledge of the theory and practice of teaching gymnastics 
in their profession , special courses were composed 
4 
covering the history , systems , methods , and educational 
value of gymnastics . Practice teaching became a r equirement . 
The newly composed courses were as follows : 
COURSE ONE 
( a) Practice 
Regular exercise in the gymnasium. Free exercises; 
Swedish free exercises; facings and marchings; elemen­
tary heavy gymnastics as work on Swedish boom , c limbing 
ropes and stall bars and vaulting over rope and horse . 
El ementary balance steps . Gymnastics games , captain , 
vol l ey and basket ball , and tennis .  
( b) Theory 
Instruction in Hygiene . Careful consideration is 
given to the various conditions of life , such as air , 
diet , exercise , sleep ,  bathing , and occupation that 
affect the human organism and tend to adapt it to its 
environment. 
COURSE TWO 
{a) Practice 
Free developing exercises; Swedish gymnastics; heavy 
gymnastics on boom , stall bar s , ropes , window ladders , 
and vaulting on box and horse . Gymnastic games , plays , 
and fi eld sports. Balance steps . 
{b) Theory 
Lectures in Kinesiology. A knowl edge i s  acquired of 
the simple anatomical movements of the body and a gen­
eral analysis is made of the articular and muscular 
mechanism of gymnastic exerc i s e .  
COURSE THREE 
{a) Practice 
Swedish gymnastics; light gymnastics including dri l ls 
in I ndian club swinging ; heavy gymnastics on ropes 
ladders , vaulting horse , and box. Gymnastic games : 
plays and field sports , including field hockey. 
{b) Theory 
Lectures in gymnastics theory. This is a continuation 
of the work in course Two. Principles governing the 
making out of gymnastic lessons are studied and the 
gymnastic day's order is analyzed . The sub j ect of 
5 
schoolroo:n gyr.mastics , together with story-plays and 
games are considered , also the grading of gymnastic 
exercise . 
COURSE FOUR 
( a) Practice 
Advanced Swedish gyr:mastic s ;  advanced dri ll in Indian 
club swinging; instruction in advanced heavy apparatus 
�·1ork, athletics for women , including running , jumping, 
and throwing the basket ball , f ield sports , and out-of­
door games . Aesthetic gymnastics . 
(b) Theory 
Lectures on the subject of the history and literature 
of Physical Education . I t  is the purpose of this 
course to give the student a general idea of the origin 
of physical education , its rise and development as a 
science and to acquaint him with the characteristics of 
the various forms of physical exercise during the 
ancient , medieval and modern hi storic periods . 
Practice teaching is conducted in the gymnasium each 
student in turn teaching a section of the class , gen­
eral criticisms being made by the physical education 
instructor and pupil critics . students are expected 
to present written criticisms of each gymnastic lesson 
taught by a fellow student , these being r ead and dis­
cussed later in the class for the benefit of fel low 
rnernber s . 6 
A Model school was formed thi s  year , and a physical 
education program was set for the Hodel School . A physical 
education instructor was assigned to teach gymnastics in 
the school room and gymnasium once a week and the critic 
teachers conducted outlined lessons in the school room two 
or three days a week depending on the grade . In the lower 
_grades , free play , story telling , and a little gymnastics 
were introduced , and the grammar grades children partici-
pated in Swedish free exercises , games and plays , and 
marching dri l l s .  In the spring , the class was conducted 
6 
out-of-doors and boys of upper grammar grades were taught 
track events , while the girls played basketball and field 
games .  
In the summer o f  1911 and 1 9 1 2 ,  Miss Christiansen 
taught three courses which were designed for the training 
of classroom teachers in Physical Education for Children. 
A detailed description of these three courses was listed 
as fol lows : 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
course 55 - Folk P l ays and Aesthetic Gymnastics . 
This course will include an intensive study of vari­
ous types of national folk-plays of the Northern 
European countri es and the value of these plays as a 
means of exercise . The lessons have been arranged 
for use in a large assembly hall or corridor , 
although many of the movements may be executed in 
the school room , and are graded and adapted to the 
various stages of growth in the devlopment of the 
chi ld . One hour dai ly. 
course 56 - Games and Playground Organization . 
An effort will be made to give the public school 
teacher practical informati on on how to apply var­
ious methods of physical training and recreation to 
boys and girls in out-door gymnasium , playgrounds , 
and school yards . This cours e  will treat of play 
ground organization , construction and equipment , 
together with the study of games and exercises for 
chi ldr en .  One hour daily. 
Cours e  5 7  - School Room Gymnastics. 
This course will consist of the discussion of the 
elementary principles pertaining to the teaching of 
school room gymnastics , the work being based upon 
the Ling or Swedish system . Story plays and 
rhythmic exercises for the primary grades will be 
studied , also various outlines for teaching formal 
gymnastics in the upper grammar grades . There wi ll 
be opportunity for students to observe the teaching 
of school room gymnastics in the Model School . one 
hour daily. 
7 
All women teachers expecting to take any of the 
courses in physical training should provide them­
selves in advance with a pair of gymnasium shoes , 
black bloomers , and a white middie-sailor blouse. 
The cost of the entire costume , �ncluding shoes , 
should not exceed three dollar s . V 
Hiss Christiansen taught the new physical educa-
tion program for three years , from 1909 to 1 9 1 2  and then 
left. Her r eplacement , Miss Lena M .  Niles carried on this 
program and then changed the course contents in 1 9 14-1915. 
Her new course titles were : 
I .  Free developing exercises: Swedish gymnastics: 
elementary apparatus work: elementary balance 
steps: gymnastic games: folk dancing . 
I I .  Free developing exercise: advanced Swedish gym­
nastics: advanced apparatus work: gymnastic 
games: balance steps: folk dancing. 
III . Corrective Gymnastics . corrective gymastics 
is given as a substitute for the regular gym­
nastic worl' for those who are physically weaker 
or faulty in posture .  The various forms of 
exercise , both active and passive with massage 
are determined by the nature of the speical 
case. 
IV. Elective cour s e .  An elective course is planned 
to give useful material for graded gymnastic 
exercises , folk dancing , gymnastics games , and 
for the recognition of the abnormalities and 
common diseases . This is designed to prepare 
graduates for teaching free gymnastics in their 
schools and for exercising intelligent over­
sight of the physical needs and conditions of 
school children . This class meets one hour a 
week and is open to juniors and senior s .  
Lectures are given i n  hygiene , i n  which care­
ful consideration i s  made of the various con-
8 
ditions of lif e ,  such as air , diet , exercise , 
sleep , bathing , and occupations that affect the 
human organism and tend to adapt it to its 
environment. a 
The Model School Building was completed in the 
Fall of 1 9 1 3 . Its name was changed to Elementary 
School as reported in the 1913-19 14 announcements . The 
activities in 1914-1915 included Swedish free exercises , 
games , and folk dancing for grammar grades . A physical 
examination was conducted , and corrective gymnastics 
were given to the students who needed corrective work . 
During the Summer Of 1915 , four courses were 
offered . They wer e : Theory of Teaching Gymnastics and 
Games , Practice of Teaching Games , Personal and School 
Hygiene and Folk Dancing. 9 
In the announcements for 1 9 15-1916 it was 
clearly stated that each student was required to take 
the physical education classes of the department for the 
first two year s .  For the second year the student was 
given a choice between courses 3 and 4 and courses 5 and 
6 .  
In the Elementary School ,  the physical education 
instructor taught twice a week , with the critic teachers 
conducting l essons in the school room on the other days 
of the week . Physical examinations and corrective gym­
nastic work were given to the elementary school children 
by special arrangements . 
9 
The new revi sed courses for college students in 
1915-1916 wer e :  
1 , 2 . 
3 ,4. 
5 , 6 .  
7 , 8 .  
1 0 .  
Athletic sports. Free developing exercises , 
Swedish gymnastics , elementary apparatus work , 
elementary balance steps , gymnastic games , folk 
dancing , l ectures in hygiene , in which careful 
consideration is made of the various condi­
tions of l if e ,  such as air , diet , s leep , exer­
cis e ,  bathing. Required of all first year stu­
dents. 
Athletic Sports. Free devloping exercises , 
advanced gymnastics , advanced apparatus work , 
gymnastic games , balance�:S'teps, folk dancing. 
Required of all second year students who do not 
elect course 5 or 6 .  
Theory of Gymnastics and Practice Teaching. The 
purpose of this course i s  ( 1) to make clear the 
obj ects of definite gymnastics; ( 2) to study the 
s el ection and progressi on of exercises; ( 3) to 
give instruction in preparing and teaching gym­
nastic exercises and games. Practice teaching 
i s  done with sections of the class. 
corrective Gymnastics. corrective gymnastics 
is given as a substitute for the regular gym­
nastic work for those who are physically weak 
or who are faulty in posture. The various 
forms of exercise , both active and passive , 
with massage , are determined by the nature of 
the special case • 
• � �nd Esthetic Dancing. Elective course 
open to juniors and seniors. one hour a week 
for a half year. Offered both terms. 
Personal and School Hygi ene. Thi s  course con­
s iders the care and preservation of a healthy 
body , physical conditions of schoolroom and 
bui lding , value of exerci s e , diseases affect­
ing the school , accidents and emergenci es , 
abnormalities of school children , teacher ' s  
duty in these cases. Electives f�fi j uniors 
and seniors. Offered both terms. 
During the summers of 1 9 1 6  and 1 9 17 , the same 
10 
courses as uere taught in summer 1 9 1 5  were off ered , but 
course 1 and course 2 were combined as : Theory and Practice 
of Teaching Gymnastics . Since the 1 9 16-1917 catalogue is 
missing , no program can be verified for that school year . 
A Junior High school was organized in the Fall of 
1917 with an enrollment of 99 students . A senior High 
school was organized in the Fall of 1 9 18 with an enroll­
ment of 11 students . 1 1  
I n  1 9 1 7-191 8 ,  there were course title changes in 
the revision: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
Physical Education 1 , 2 .  First Year . Athletic sports , 
free developing exercises , Swedish gymnastics ,  ele­
mentary apparatus work , elementary balance steps , gym­
nastic games , folk dancing, l ectures in hygiene , in 
which careful consideration is made of the various 
conditions of life , such as air , diet ,  sleep ,  exer­
cise , bathing. Required of first year students .  Two 
hours a week. Physical Education 1 offered first 
term , Pqysical Education 2 ,  second term ; partial 
equivalent offered in the summer term , Physical Educa­
tion 1 .  
Physical Education 3 , 4 .  second Year . Athletic sports , 
free developing exercises , advanced gymnastics , 
advanced apparatus work , gymnastic games , balance 
steps , folk dancing. Prerequisite , Physical Education 
1 , 2 .  Required in their second year of all students 
who do not elect Physical Education 5 , 6 .  Two hours a 
week . Physical Education 3 offer ed in the f irst term , 
Physical Education 4 in the second term. 
Physical Education 5 , 6 .  Theory of Gymnastics and 
Practice Teaching. The purpose of this course is ( l} 
to make c lear the objects of definite gymnastics: ( 2 ) 
to study the selection and progr ession of exercises ; 
( 3) to give instruction in preparing and teaching gym­
nastic exercises and games . Practice teaching is done 
with sections of the class. Prerequisite , Physical 
Education 1,2. Elective for those who have con­
plcted Physical Education 1,2,3,4 and accepted for 
required Physical Education 3,4. Credit, one half 
of a unit, but only when based on courses 1, 2,3,4. 
Physical Education 5 offered first term, Physical 
Education 6 ,  second term. 
Physical Education 7,8. Corrective Gyr.inastics. 
11 
This course is given as a substitute for the regular 
gyr.inastic work for those who are physically weak o:::­
who are faulty in posture. The various forr:is of 
exercise, both active and passive, with massage, are 
determined by the nature of the special case. 
Physical Education 9. FolJ� and Aesthetic Dancing. 
Omitted, 1917-1918. 
Physical Education 10. Personal and School Hygiene. 
Omitted, 1917-1918. 
Physical Education 11,12. Personal Hygiene. 
Required in the ninth year and in the first year of 
the four-year course. One hour a week except in the 
weeks when library science lessons are given. 
Physical Education 11 offe11d first term, Physical 
Education 12, second term. 
In the Elementary School instruction in gyr.i-
nasties was now offered five times a week. 
During the Summer 1918, Hiss Farrer taught the 
same courses as in the previous summer, but added one 
more course: Games and Playground Management. 
The 1918-1919 Physical Education program was the 
same as in 1917-1918. 
Miss Farrer continued to teach summer school in 
1919. The courses she taught were given. new numbers: 
20. Primary Singing Garnes, Dances and Games; 2 1. Folk 
Dancing and Games; 30a. Physical Education and 3a Per-
12 
sonal and School Hygiene.
13 
In the 1919-1920 school year, physical education 
courses were classified as ''Elementary courses'' and 
"Advanced Courses". They were: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
Elementary courses 
1,2,3. First Year. Swedish gymnastics, eler.1entary 
apparatus work, games, athletics, fancy 
steps, folk and gymnastic dancing. Required 
in the first year of every curriculum. Two 
hours a week. course 1, fall term: course 
2, winter term; course 3, spring term. 
4,5,6. second Year. Advanced Swedish gymnastics, 
apparatus work, games, athletics, fancy 
steps, folk and aesthetic dancing. Prere­
quisite: Physical Education 1,2,3. Two 
hours a week. course 4, fall term; course 
5, winter term; Course 6, spring term. 
7,819. Corrective Gymnastics. A substitute for 
the regular gymnastic work for those who 
are physically weak and treatment for those 
who have flat feet, spinal curvatures, and 
other remediable defects. 
Advanced Courses 
20,2 1,2 2 .  Theory o f  Physical Education and Practice 
teaching. History of physical education, 
Swedish Kinesiology, instruction in pre­
paring and teaching gymnastics, games, and 
dances; and practice teaching. Prere­
quisite: Physical Education 1,2,3. 
Required in the senior year. Two hours a 
week. Course 20, fall term; Course 2 1, 
winter term; Course 2 2, spring and summer 
terms. 
30,31,32. Folk, Gymnastic, and Aesthetic Dancing. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 1,2,3, 
4,5,6. Elective. Two hours a week. 
course 30, fall term; course 31, winter 
term: course 32, spring term.lA 
13 
sunner school offerings in 1920 were the same as 
in Sumraer, 1919. 
In 1920-21 the women's physical education curri-
culum was revised and divided into High School and 
Junior College courses. At the end of that year, on 
June 5, 192 1, the name of the Normal School was changed 
to Eastern Illinois State Teachers College. The new 
Physical Education curriculum was: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WO.HEN 
High School 
1,2,3. First Year. Swedish Gymnastics, elementary 
apparatus worlc, games athletics, fancy steps, 
folk and gymnastic dancing. Required in the 
first year of every curriculum. Two hours a 
week. course 1, fall term; Course 2, winter 
term; Course 3, spring term. 
4,5,6. second Year. Advanced Swedish gymnastics, 
apparatus work, games, athletics, fancy 
steps, folk and aesthetic dancing. Prere­
quisite: Physical Education 1,2,3. Two 
hours a week. course 4, fall term; course 
5, winter term: course 6 ,  spring term. 
7,8,9. corrective Gymnastics. A substitute for 
the regular gymnastic work for those who 
are physically weak. It includes treatment 
for those who have flat feet, spinal curva­
ture, and other remediable defects. 
Junior College 
1,2,3. See above. 
4,5,6. See above. 
20,21,22. Theory of Physical Education and Practice 
Teaching. History of physical education. 
Swedish Kinesiology, instruction in pre­
paring and teaching gymnastics, games, 
14 
nnd dances; and practice teaching. Prere­
quisite: Physical Education 1,2,3. 
Required in the second ��ear of the two­
year curriculum. Two hours a weeJ�. Course 
20, fall term; course 21, winter term; 
Course 22, spring and summer terms. 
30,31,32. Folk, Gymnastic, and Aesthetic Dancing. 
Prerequisite: Physical Education 1,2,3, 
4,5,6. Elective. Two hours a week. 
Three-fourths of a credit for the year's 
work. Omitted 1920-21. 15 
This program carried through 1921-1922, 1922-
1923, 1923-1924, 1924-1925 with an added course numbered 
33,35. "Walking''• 
The Physical Education Program at Eastern reflected 
the trends of the time with a heavy emphasis on Gymnastics 
and Exercises. From the early period on, dance in some 
form was included in the curriculum. The women instructors 
were considered highly trained for their era and the pro-
gram at its inception was built around a knowledge of the 
body and of health factors considered important at the 
time. "Proper" costumes were required after the first 
few years and the Gym "Bloomers" and !iiddie-Sailor 
blouse became standard for many years. 
Since Eastern's main function at the time was to 
train teachers, physical education offerings, especially 
in the summer, included instruction for classroom teach-
ers on the proper techniques of conducting exercise and 
folk dance programs for children. In addition, the 
activity needs of the college women were recognized and 
physical education classes were designed for them. 
15 
Faculty members who taught women's physical edu­
cation at the Eastern Illinois State Normal School during 
the first twenty-five years were the following in succes-
sion: Katherine Gill, 1902-1904; Edith c. Bailey, 1904-
1906; Alice M. Christiansen, 1909-1913; Lena H. Niles, 
1913-1917; Katherine J. Farrer, 1917-1919; Margaret c. 
Hammet, 1919-1920; Agnes Stewart, 1920-1922; Grace 
Woody, 192 2-1924; and Florence G. McAfee, 1924-1962 . 16 
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Phvsical Education for Men 
Football 
There was no physical education program nor 
classes for men from the time the Easte=n Illinois State 
Normal School opened in 1899 until Mr. Charles P .  Lantz 
was hired in the Fall of 1911. Yet there was an 
Athletic Association organized in October 1899, with 
forty-five interested students and teachers joining. A 
football team was also organized in the Fall and coached 
by Mr. Otis w. Caldwell of the faculty, assisted by Mr. 
Francis G. Blair. The first year, 1899, the team 
played only twice, one game with a "town team" from 
Oakland, and the other a team from Austin college in 
Effingham. They lost both games, but they won three 
out of six games played in 1900. The football team of 
1901 was undefeated. That team won six games and tied 
three. It was the most successful year of Eastern's 
early history. }Ir. Caldwell coached the team until 
1901. The 1902 team was coached by Mr. Thornwood, a 
chemistry teacher at Eastern. The 1903 team was 
coached by Mr. Thomas H. Briggs, an English teacher. 
From 1904 to 1909, the team was coached by Mr. Joseph 
c. Brown, a mathematics teacher, assisted by other 
faculty members. The available records show that in 
17 
its first dozen years, Eastern won 36 games, lost 2 8 ,  and 
17 tied 13 games. 
Basketball 
There was not a well-established sport at Eastern 
until 1911-1912. However, basketball was played as an 
intramural activity as early as 1900, on the west part 
of the third floor of the main building, which served as 
a gymnasium. Records of basketball were not preserved 
until 1907 when Mr. Joseph c. Brown (a football coach) 
undertoo1� the responsibility to coach the basketball 
squad. The records show Eastern•s basketball team winning 
one out of three games played in 1909 and three out of 
seven games played in 1911. Mr. Brown left Eastern in 
January 1911, leaving the basketball team without a 
coach and without any games to be played during that sea-
18 
son. 
Baseball 
There was not a regular organized baseball team 
until the Spring of 1904, but the students did play 
informally in 1901-1903 when they won two out of the six 
games played during that two year period. The baseball 
team was organized formally in 1904. Ur. Albert Blythe 
Crowe, a teacher of physical science, served as the base­
ball coach for seven years until Mr. Lantz came in 1911. 19 
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There was no record of baseball games played but there 
was a paragraph from Coleman's Fifty Years of Public 
Service as follows: 
The best thing that can be said of our baseball, 
past and present, is that our teams have always 
played clean ball, shown good sportsmanship on 
the field, accepted defeat philosophically, vic­
tory rnodes�0y and have won the respect of their 
opponents. 
The Athletic Association was organized in the 
Fall of 1899, but it appeared in the 1903 Eastern cata-
logue and was described as follows: 
The Athletic Association 
There is in the school a very vigorous Athletic 
Association, which has the hearty and sympathetic 
support of the faculty and students. The school 
is fortunate in having on its faculty an unusually 
large proportion of men who have distinguished 
themselves in athletics. 21 
The announcement of the "Athletic Association" 
was changed to "Athletics" in the 1906-1907 catalogue. 
Athletics 
All athletic contests in which the school partici­
pates are under the control of an athletic asso­
ciation, of which the majority of the men 0€ the 
school, both students and teachers, are active mem­
bers. 
Students to be eligible to take part in contests 
with other schools must carry at least twelve per­
iods of work each week and ma�e an average grade 
of at least seventy percent.2 
The Athletic Association organized the Athletic 
and Oratorical Meets from 1909-192 6; Its "Annual 
19 
Invitation Athletic and Oratorical fleet'' was held each 
gay from 1909-192 6,
23 except for the cancellation in 1918 
because of bad war conditions. Twenty to forty schools 
from eastern and central Illinois sent 200-400 track and 
field contestants to the athletic meet, which was held 
on the Normal school Athletic Field. In the evening 
the oratorical contest was held in the Assembly Room 
with about 50 high school students competing. At this 
meeting, the Athletic Meet awards were announced and 
presented.24 
Mr. Charles P. Lantz came to Eastern in the 
Fall of 1911. In the Summer Session of 1912, two 
courses were offered and listed in the Summer Session 
announcements as follows: 
Physical Education for Men 
Mr. Lantz 
Course 58 - Gymnastics. 
This course will consist of theory and of practical 
gymnastic work, drills, games, apparatus and play­
ground work. Part of the work will be in the gym­
nasium and part outdoors. Two hours a week. 
course 59 - Athletics. 
This course will consist of the study of the popu­
lar sports, such as baseball, football, basketball, 
tennis, track, and soccer. This course is for 
those who teach or wish to organize athletics. Two 
hours a week.ZS 
Mr. Lantz also designed three courses for the 
men students at Eastern which appeared in the 1912-1913 
2 0  
catalogue: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
course One 
Regular exercises in the gymnasium. Free developing 
exercises, marching, apparatus wor�;:, and games. 
course Two 
Regular exercises in the gymnasium. Advanced work 
on the horse and parallel bars, advanced steps, and 
games. 
course Three 
Regular exercises in the gymnasium. Advanced work 
and practice in teaching. 
During the spring term the work will be out of doors 
and will include games and track work. 
During the year lectures will be given on hygiene 
and kinesiology. 2 6  
The men were required to take physical education 
two hours a week and to wear gym suits--sleeveless jer-
seys and long gym pants. This program carried through 
the 1 9 13-19 14 , 1914-1 9 15, , .  and 19 15-1916 academic years. 
In the Summer of 1913 , Mr. Lantz taught the 
same courses: Gymnastics and Athletics as in the Summer 
of 1 9 12 , only the course numbers changed to 5 1  and 5 2  
respectively. There was no offering of physical educa-
tion courses during the summers of 1 9 14 , 1915 and 1916 . 
The 1916-19 1 7  announcements of physical educa-
tion for men revealed that course numbers changed, and 
5 ,  6 Coaching for Men was added. The courses were: 
1,2. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR I1EN 
Regular exercises in the gymnasium. 
oping exercises, marching, tumbling, 
work and games. 
21 
Free devel­
apparatus 
3 , 4 .  Regular exercises in the gymnasium. Advanced 
worl<: on the horse and parallel bars, advanced 
steps and games. 
During the spring and fall the work will be on 
the athletic field and consist of games and 
track work. During the year lectures will be 
given on hygiene and kinesiology. 
5 ,6. coaching for nen. This course will include · 
coaching for foot-ball, basket-ball, base­
ball, and track. It will be mainly class room 
work and will be for those who expezr to have 
charge of athletics in high schools. 
Ur. Lantz offered two different courses during 
the 1917 Summer. The courses were Athletic Coaching and 
Playground Management. These two courses were also 
taught during the Summers of 1918, 1919, and 1920. 
Detailed descriptions of the courses are listed below: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (MEN) - 1. Athletic Coaching. 
The course includes football, basket-ball and base­
ball. It consists of class-room work, lectures, 
interpretation of the rules, the technique of the 
game. Notebooks are kept and an exar:iination is 
given. This course is helpful for those who have 
charge of athletics and it is not necessary to 
have athletic experience to take the course, as 
there is very little practical or outdoor work. A 
base ball team will be organized. Credit, one­
fifth of a unit, elective physical education. 
11: 20, Room 23, Mr. Lantz. 
2 .  Playground Management .. 
This course is for those who have charge of the 
play of children in city or country schools and is 
not intended for those who are expected to super-
2 2  
intend city playgrounds. It includes lectures, the 
technique of play, outdoor and indoor games, tennis, 
soccer, and other games. Note-books are kept and an 
examination is given at the end of the term. Omitted 
1917. credit, one-fifth of a unit, elective physical 
education.ZS 
In 1917-1918, physical education became a require-
ment for men students. The new statement, which 
remained the same in 1918-1919, was: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION' FOR HEN 
Physical Education 1,2. Regular Exercises in the 
Gymnasium. Free developing exercises, marching, 
tumbling, apparatus work and games. Required of 
first year students in all courses. Two hours a 
week. Physical Education l, offered first term, 
Physical Education 2, second term. 
Physical Education 3,4. Regular Exercises in the 
Gymnasium. Advanced work on the horse and parallel 
bars, advanced steps and games. During the spring 
and fall the work will be on the athletic field 
and consist of games and track work. The course 
includes lectures on hygiene and kinesiology. 
Prerequisite, Physical Education 1,2. Required of 
second year students in all courses. Two hours a 
week. Physical Education 3 offered first term, 
Physical Education 4, second term. 
Physical Education 5,6. Coaching for Men. This 
course will include coaching for foot-ball, basket­
ball, base-ball, and track. It will be mainly 
class room work and will be for those who expect to 
have charge of athletics in high schools. 
Prerequisite, Physical Education 1,2,3,4. Elective 
in the eleventh, junior, and senior years. Three 
hours a week. Credit, one-half of a unit. Physical 
Education s, offered first term, Physical Education 
6, second term; partial equivalent offered in the 
summer term. Athletic coaching I. 2� 
In 1919el920 the Physical Education program was 
designed as elementary courses and advanced courses: 
1,2,3. 
PHYSIC.i\L EDUCATION FOR EEN 
Elementary Courses 
REGULAR EXERCISES IN THE GYNNASIUM. Free 
developing exercises, marching, tumbling, 
apparatus work, and games. 
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Required of first year students in all cur­
riculurns. Two hours a weeJ�. Course 1, 
fall term; course 2, winter term; course 3, 
spring term. 
4,5,6. REGULAR EXERCISES IN THE GY!!NASIUM. 
Advanced worl� on the horse and parallel 
bars, advanced steps and games. During the 
spring and fall the work will be on the 
athletic field and consist of games and 
track work. The course includes lectures 
on hygiene and kinesiology. 
Prerequisite: courses 1,2,3. Required of 
second year students in all curriculums. 
Two hours a week. course 4, fall term; 
course 5, winter term; Course 6 ,  spring 
term. 
Advanced courses 
30,31,32. COACHING FOR MEM. This course includes 
coaching f�r foot ball, basket ball, 
base ball and track. It is mainly class­
room work and is for those who expect to 
have charge of athletics in high schools. 
Prerequisite: courses 4, 5,6. Elective 
in the eleventh year and above. Three 
hours a week. One and a half credits. 
course 30, fall term; Course 31, winter 
term; partial equivalent, summer terrn. 30 
In 1920-1921, the program was revised relative 
to courses offered for the high school and those 
offered for the junior college. As previously mentioned, 
the Senior High School had been organized in the Fall of 
1918 with an enrollment of 9 students. 
1,2,3. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR !1EN 
High School 
REGULAR EXERCISES IN THE GYMNASIUM. Free 
developing exercises, marching, tumbling, 
apparatus work, and games. 
24 
Required of first year students in all cur­
riculums. Two hours a week. course 1, 
fall term: course 2, winter term: Course 3, 
spring term. 
4 ,  5, 6. REGULAR EXERCISES IN THE GYHl:Ll\.SIUM. 
Advanced worl� on the horse and parallel 
bars, advanced steps and games. During the 
spring and fall the work will be on the 
athletic field and consist of games and 
track work. The course includes lectures 
on hygiene and kinesiology. 
Prerequisite: courses 1,2,3. Required of 
second year students in all curriculums. Two 
hours a week. Course 4 ,  fall term: Course 5, 
winter term: Course 6, spring term. 
Junior College 
1,2,3. See above. 
4,5,6. see above. 
20,21,2 2. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR SECOND YEAR STU­
DENTS IN THE TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM. 
Required. Two hours a week. Course 
20, fall term: course 21, winter term: 
course 2 2, spring term. 
33,34,35. ATHLETIC COACHING. First year. 
Foot ball 
Practice (8 hours 
a week) 
Theory ( 1 hour 
a week) 
Gymnastics 
Praetice (2 hours 
a week) 
Basket ball 
Practice (6) 
Theory (1) 
Gymnastics 
Practice (2) 
Base ball 
Practice f 8) 
Theory (l) 
Track 
Practice (4) 
25 
Elective. Three credits. No credit toward gradua­
tion for less than the full year's worl=. 
36,37,38. ATHLETIC COACHING. Second Year 
Foot ball 
Practice (8) 
Theory (1) 
Basket ball 
Praetice (6) 
Practice ( 2) 
Base ball 
Practice (4) 
Theory (1) 
Organization and 
Administration of 
Physical Education 
( 1) 
Elective. Three credits. No credit tow�ld gradua­
tion for less than the full year's work. 
This prograre carried through 1924-1925. 
During the summers of 192 1, 192 2, 1923, and 1924, 
only one course, Athletic coaching, was offered. 
!·!r. Lantz taught all of the physical education 
classes for men by himself from 1911 to 1924. Also, he 
coached the football team, basketball team, baseball 
team and track. In the Fall of 1911 he developed a 
physical education program which required all men students 
to take physical education. This physical education class 
met 2 hours a week. He also initiated a professional 
course in 1916 entitled coaching for Men for the students 
who would seek coaching as a profession. 
The football teams of 1912, 1913, and 1914 were 
the best teams Eastern had produced in the �arly years. 
Eastern joined the Illinois Intercollegiate Athletic 
Assoc�ation in December of 1912. In 1913, as well as in 
1914, the Eastern football team became the Illinois 
26 
Intercollegiate Athletic champions. 3
2 
The football te�� 
of 1 9 2 2  was undefeated. 33 
CHAPTER II 
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA M.l\.TERIALS U SED IN THE PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 1899-1984 
Printed Hatter: Teaching Materials 
The earliest media materials used in the 
physical education program were printed naterials and 
black and white photo pictures. The printed materials 
included teaching materials: Books, journals, magazines, 
periodicals and articles. Other printed materials 
included the Eastern annual catalogues, senior Year 
Book, The Normal school !Jews (later changed its name to 
Teachers college News in 1921) , and W'apper, and 
t·7arblers. 
According to the earliest records from the Text­
book Library, teaching materials for teaching children's 
games, rhythms, and story-telling were provided on 
October 9, 1899. The following boolcs �.,,ere listed:....in 
Textbook Library records Bilek I, on page 293, 295, and 
297: Songs and Games for Little Ones by Gertrude Walker 
and Harriet s. Jenkins (Oliver Ditson co. ) ;  Kindergarten 
Chimes by Kate Douglas Wiggin, (Oliver Ditson Co. ) ;  
Songs for Little Children for j:he Kindergartens and Pri-
27 
rna�v schools Part I, and Sonqs for Little Children for 
I:inderqartens and Primarv Schools Part II by Eleanor 
Smith (Thomas Charles Co. ) .  
28 
On January 11, 1901 Songs of the TJorld by Gaynor 
(The John Church co. ) ,  and Instrumental Characteristic 
Rhythms Part II by Clara L. Anderson were added. All of 
the above books were provided before physical education 
for women was started in 1902. It is possible that the 
teachers of the Practice School used the books to teach 
the children in the classrooms. 
On Hay 29, 1906 the following books were 
recorded on the Textbook Library Book II, pp. 297-299: 
Arabella and Ararninta stories by Gertrude Smith ( Small, 
Maynard & Co. ) :  Just so Stories by Rudyard Kipling 
(Doubleday Page & Co. ) ;  Roggie & Reggie by Gertrude 
Smith (Harpers) ; Indian Child Life and Little Red 
People by E. W. Deming (F. S. Stokes Co. ) ;  Fifty Famous 
Stories Retold by James Baldwin (American Book Co. ) ;  
Fancy Tales by Frank R. Stockton ( Scribner) ; Baby's own 
Aesop by t·lal ter Crane (Routledge) ; In the Days of 
Giants by Abbie F. Brown (Houghton, Mifflin & Co. ) ;  
Japanese Fairy Tales by Thresa P. Williston; The Nine 
Worlds by Mary E .  Litchfield (Ginn & Co. ) ;  Finger Plays 
by Emilie Poulsson (Lothrop Pub. Co. ) ;  A Child's Garden 
of Verses by n. L. Stevenson (Scribner) . 
29 
On July 23 , 1906 the follotdng books were added·: 
At the BacJc of the North !'iind by George McDonald ( E. P. 
Dutton & co. ) ; The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter 
( F. Warne & co.) ; The BooJ� of Knight & Barbara by David_ 
Starr Jordan ( Appletons ) :  The l'Tonderful Chair & The 
Tales I t  Told by Frances Browne ( D. C. Heath & Co.) ; 
Little I ndian FolJ� by E. t--r. Deming ( F. A. StoJ�es C o.) . 
The Textbook Library records Book I I I  on Page 
Fl , on June 19 , 1909 indicated the acquisition of 
Asgard - Tales from Norse Mythology by Mary H. Foster 
and Mabel H. Cummings ( S i ler , Burdett & Co.) . 
After Miss Alice M. Christiansen was hired in 
1909 as Director of Physical Education , she wrote the 
book Schoolroom Gymnastics and Graded Garnes. It was a 
1 15-page book published by Eastern I llinois state Normal 
School ,  Charleston , I llinois on October 1 ,  1 9 1 1 .  I t  
was bound between the Annual c atalogue 1 9 10-19 11 (the 
twelfth year ) , with the announcements for 1911-19 1 2 , 
and the Summer Term 1 9 1 2 .  
Miss Christiansen wrote thi s  book for the 
critic teachers in the Model Schoo l  at Eastern , with 
the hope that it might also be useful to public school 
teachers. Various physical education textbooks were• 
used at a later date. (The Textbook Library has no 
records after 190�) 
30 
The Athletic Journal was furnished by the Normal 
school Library in 1921, and Journal of Health and Physical 
Education furnished by the Library in 1930. Those two 
were the most influential journals in the physical educa-
tion field at the time. 
Printed Matter : Black and White Pictures 
The first senior Year BooJ.: included the picture 
of Old Uain , the school calendar of events happening 
every month , painting , drawing , picture cuttin g ,  and 
class signatures. 
The Pnysical Education Program was started for 
women in 1902. The program was called "Physical Cul-
ture" and consi sted of a normal kind of exercise , of a 
type which required no gym sui ts. Students were as�-.ed 
to wear comfortable clothing. The class was held in 
the west side of the third floor of Old Main. This 
place also served as a gymnasium for men students ' ball 
games . 
Pictures taken in the black and white photo-
graphy avail able at the time played an important role 
in the early history of Eastern I llinois State Normal 
School. There were quite a number of excellent pie-
tures which were taken by skillful photographers. The 
pictures may be classified into three categories : the 
3 1  
buildings , the people ,  and the physical education events . 
The Bui ldings 
There were many pictures of Old Main appearing in 
the catalogues , the Eastern Bulletins , student year 
books , and reference books. The pictures showed not only 
scenery , but also gave evidence of the construction , the 
lightness , and the use of distance uti lized by the photo­
grapher. Although eighty-four years have passed , photo­
graphers still recognize that from the view at any 
angle ,  Old .Hain is stil l  a grand bui lding. Four of the 
magnificent pictures follow. Other pictures which were 
taken during the first decade of the 1900 ' s  included a 
gymnasium , completed in the fall of 1908 , which was 
directly connected to Pemberton Hal l ,  and Pemberton Hall 
itself , completed in January 1909. 
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Pemberton Hall completed in January 4 ,  1909 
' 13 W ' apper p .  106 
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The People 
Pictures of the people identified with the Eastern 
I l linois State l�ormal School during the ear ly years appear 
in several sources .  Exaspl e s  of the s e  pictures ar e included 
as fol lm·; s : Thr ee different poses of I !r .  Livingston c .  
Lord , the first presid ent of Eastern I l linois State Normal 
School fro� 1 8 9 9 - 19 3 3 , tak en in three different year s .  Other 
pictures included were a s anple of students � clas s  picture s .  
The shape of the pictures and the d e sign of the picture s  
showed improvement year after year. There were 1 3  examples 
of clas s  pictures taken in different years which are 
included as a basis of comparison. 
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i O F  
Bernita Amyx 
Oliver Anderhalter 
John Bingaman 
Helen Blank 
Bob Bolc.enlcamp 
Allen Brent 
Dorothy Ellen Brown 
Irving Burtt 
Lee Cammon 
Lester Carter 
Ethel Cassida 
Darrel Clark 
John Cole 
Hersdiel Colllns 
Virginia Combs 
1 9 4 3  
4 6  
p . 3 7 
. .i' ' .. ... _ ........ 
19SJ Seniors p. 5 1  
E. Baltmeskis 
J.  Beagley 
R.  Beals 
L. Blaase 
G. Boldrey. 
M .  Bono 
C. Boyles 
M. Briggs 
J. Brubeck 
B. Bryan 
A. Buckley 
H. Burgener 
.� 
-....) 
SE N I  O HS 
J :mice L. Bailey 
Carroll F. Baird 
Van :Kent Baird 
Darlene Baldwin 
Judith Lee Bald"·in 
Ralph :\Ian Bales 
Jack T. B<lllinger 
Donn Barber 
Inez :\Iae Barnett 
James E. Bauer 
Karol Baugh 
Jack Beason 
FlO\-d . .\.. Bee 
Ed�Yin Jay Bell 
Sara Sue Bell 
Faye Bemis 
warbler 1 9 6 3  
Sherr< Lou Bennett 
Sharo
.
n :\Iarie Beyers 
Carolyn A. Bieritz 
Frederick L. Bingaman 
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Judy L. Baird . . . • • •  : • • . • . Martinsville 
Physical Education; WRA, WPEC 
r 
Chris Barber . . . . . • • • • . . . •  Charleston 
Physical Education; Delta Sigma Phi, 
Football -----
Vranda Barclay • . • • • • • • • • • • •  Chicago_ � 
Physical Education; Gamma Detra-rota;=:-� 
WPEC , WRA 
Mary Bayles • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Mattoon 
Physical Education; Delta Psi Kappa, 
WPEC, WRA 
Dohn Beard . • • • • • • • • . . • .  Mason City 
Physical Education; Sigma Pi 
Kenneth Beavers • • • • • • • • • • • •  Newton 
Physical Education 
Terry Beckwith • • • • • • • • • .  Des Plaines 
P h y si c a l  Ed u cation ; Phi Epsilon 
Kappa-Sec., Gymnasti�. Varsity Club, 
M PEC 
Jane Begert • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .  Grayville 
Ph y s i c a l  Education; WRA, BSU, 
Concert Band '· 
Larry J.  Demont . . • • • • . • • • • • • •  Olney 
Physical Education 
Peggy Berry ; • • • • •  � • • • •  Morrisonville_ 
Physical Education; WRA · · . .  
Debbie Bialeschki • • • • • • • • • • • •  Tolono 
Physical Education; Delta Psi Kappa, 
W RA-Pres., WPEC 
Kathryn Biggerstaff • • • . • •  Wood River 
Physical E"ducation ; WPEC, WRA 
Kathy Boisen • • • • • • • • • • • •  Hanunond 
Physical Education 
Roger Keith Bone • • • • • • • • • • .  Vandalia 
Ptiysical Educatio n ; M PEC 
Barbara Britton • • • • • • • • . •  Champaign 
Recreation ; WRA 
Larry Brooks • • . • • • • • • • • •  Charleston 
Physical Education; Sigma Tau Gamma 
Judith Brothers • • • • • • • • • • .  Oakwood 
Physical Education; Kappa Delta 
Peter Brown • • . . • . • • • • • • . . .  Burbank 
Physical Education; Sigma Chi, M PEC 
George F. Burckhartt . • • • • . . •  Palmyra 
Physical Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; 
M PEC, EVA 
Gaylord Burrows • • . .  Kampala, Uganda 
Physical Education; Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Phi Epsilon Kappa, Golf, Soccer, 
Football 
Larry urter • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • .  Anna 
Ph y sical Education; Alpha Kappa 
Lambda-Pres. 
Linda Clough • . • • • • • • • . . .  Hutsonville 
Physical Education; WR <\., \v i' EC 
V_i_�gin_i:i �:.. C:orrc� •. ;:,;,c;..· ;,;,!l�binson 
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Martha Abbott 
Mark Abendroth 
Nicholas Actipes 
Tope Adeyemi-Bello 
McLeansboro 
St. Elmo 
Evergreen Park 
Ilcere Ekiti­
Nigeria 
Mudelein Paul Aguilar•  
Judy Alcox 
Grover Alexander 
Pamela Alexander 
Winona Alexander 
Karen Aliino 
I a.mes Allee 
Lauri Allee 
Karen Allen 
Kevin Alvis 
James Ames 
LellDile AmRhein 
Greg Anderson 
Kimberly Anderson 
Layne Andes 
Geoffrey Andres 
Jonathon Andres 
Teri Antoni 
Juhe Applebee 
Terrance Archibald 
Helen Arianoutsos 
Suzanne Arlington 
Carol Armstrong 
Shari Arp 
Deborah Ashe 
Stephen Asmann 
Lombard 
Mattoon 
Decatur 
Neoga 
Waukegan 
Mattoon 
Mattoon 
Westchester 
Mt. Vernon 
Fairview Heights 
Hallinan Est. 
Byron 
Robbins 
Eilingha.m 
Springfield 
Springfield 
Melrose Park 
Marseilles 
Rantoul 
Park Forest 
Highland Park 
Abingdon 
Milan 
Waukegan 
Palatine 
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Physical Education EVents 
women ' s  Physical Education Events 
Physical Education for Women started in 1 9 0 2 .  A 
description of the program appeared i n  the 1 9 0 2  c atalog with 
the following statement : 
THE exercises given are those known as the "Emerson System," with the addition of marching and run­
ning exercises, and adapted movements from the 
Ling system ·of gymnastics. 
The aim of the Emerson system is to give poise, strength, 
grace, and beauty to the body and all of its movements. 
In a comparatively short time results will be apparent, so 
that the student, after even a short ,course in this WQ+k, 
will feel that he has something definite to take away v.ith 1 
hi�o�;-his war� �o especial gymnasium cosiiim� :G-�e�ded; -
the exercises may be taken. in any comfortable dress. · 
The s e  exercis e s  wer e carried on from 1 9 0 2  to 1909 , 
until Miss Alice M .  Chr i s t i ansen came in 1909 . Hi ss 
Christian s en graduated from the Boston Normal School of 
Gymnastics , which became the Phys ical Training Department of 
Wellesley College shortly after . Under �li ss Chr i s t i ansen ' s  
direction and instruction , a physi cal education program Has 
set in 1 9 0 9 , and a Young \·iomen ' s Athletic Assoc i ation >-:as 
organized in 1 9 1 1 .  The association sponsored a f airly wide 
range of activities and r ecorded in 1 9 1 1  that they bought 
tennis rac2:ets , nets , and bal ls , basketbal l s  and a fencing 
outfit f or rnenbers ' u s e .  Fi eld hoc�:ey Has played before 1909 , 
5 2  
as is evidenced by the picture inserted. Under Miss 
Christiansen ' s  directorship , students had to take regular 
physical education classes and also had to do extra work­
during the Fall and Winter quarters . The freshmen were 
assigned to do folk plays and fancy dancing ; sophomores , 
heavy gymnastics ; juniors , Indian C lub Swinging ; seniors , 
aesthetic dancing. In the Spring , the girls played field 
hockey , baseball , out-door basketball and volley bal l .  A 
girls ' basketball champion team picture of 1 9 1 0  and a 
field hockey garae in progress in 1 9 1 1  are shown on the 
follm'ling pages : 
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The Senior Year Book 1904-1911 also recorded another 
Girls Field Meet which was held in June 7 , 1911 and included 
a nun�er of pictures of field events : 
Banner was won by C lass of 1 9 1 2  with 6 7  points 
Pictur 2s t <:.::en from the S enior Year '100!� 
190�-19 11 
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Field Meet 19 11 
· - - -- - - . -···--- ------------
---------·-·---
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In Hay 13 , 1912 there was another May Festival . Pie-
tures which follow show the fantastic May Pole Danc e :  
,.----
i 
I 
--- ---- -- ---------
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Hay Festival 1 9 1 2  
I 
60 
May Festival 1 9 1 2  
61 
I n  the evening of May 18 , 1912 , the S econd Annual 
At:i letic Party was held in Norr.ial School Gynnasium to show 
the c;1�and march and fancy steps of dance .  
party Progr a.,"llne : 
8ECONo ANNUAL ATHLETIC PARTY NO""'"L SCNoo 
SA TUR 
L a·n1NAa1u .. DAY E\1'£NIN G. MAY ta. 1912 • O"CLocK 
Below is the 
6 2  
Other pictures of activities including the Junior 
and Senior Party Program and the Hodel School P lay : 
Junior-Senior Party Program 
' 1 3 �·7 • apper p .  64 
6 3  
• 
Pt 
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From the year book of class 1912 , there were sev-
eral aesthetic dance pictures to show how attractive the 
movements wer e :  
· .. '1 : : . ..., ., 
llli::lliiiliilliiil::ililLi.J;.91�� .... .. .... .. -.JllCIK�-.. ,«-- . 
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There were other pictures including those of the 
Girls ' Basketball Team in 1 9 1 3 , the Girls ' Gymnastic C lass 
and the Gymnastic Equipment ( Warbler ' 19 ) , the attractive 
girls ' uniforms , ( Warbler ' 19 ) , the College Hockey Team and 
the Hay Festival in 19 2 3 .  ( Warbler 1924 ) 
Basketball Team 1 9 1 3  
From ' 1 3 N ' apper P .  9 9 .  
6 7  
Girls ' Gymnastic Class and the Gymnastic Equipment 
from Warbler ' 19 p. 89 . 
68 
Girls ' uniforms were very attractiv e .  
From Warbler ' 19 p. 88 
SENIOR GIRLS' TEAM 
69 
College Hockey Team 
Pron �arbler 1924 P. 7 3  
May Festival - May 3 1 ,  1 9 2 3  
From warbler 1924 
Page 29 . 
70  
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Hen ' s  Physical Education EVents 
The first Athletic Association ( for men ) was organ­
ized in October 1899 , and a football team was also organ­
ized in the fall 1899 .  Belm'1 is the first football tean of 
Eastern I llinois State Norraal School in 1899 : 
E A S T E RN'S FIRST FOOTBALL TEAM, 1899 
Left to right : 
First row-Charles Wallace, Melvin Behner 
�-con1l Row-Lloyd Goble, Orvis J enkiris, Guy Koons, Be1�al Moore, Ebner 
McGinley . 
Third row-Hugh Gregory, George McMichael, Guy Holsapple, John Wal-
lace, Charles Tym · 
•«1urth row-John Sargei:it, Louis Mc:Donald, Everett Coop�r, Charles Aus­
tin,  Robert Logan, Frank -Record, Ralph Burgess 
Coitrte.sy o.f Ill r. Or'vis Jenkins 
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The picture of the second football team o f  1900--
from the Narbler 1 9 24 enclosures : 
TEACH ERS COLLEC E N EWS 3 
FOOTBALL TEAM OF 1900 
Top Row-W. A. Caldwell, conch, Frank Henderson, Wade McNutt, J�hn Wallace, William Miles, 
James Baker, George ' l\IcMichael, , Ernest Freeman, ---- Smith. 
Cen ter Uow-.l ames L. Funkhouser, H1•nry M c A flnms, Paul Sargent, Arvis Jenkins, . Edward 
Fiock, J oh n  H eeder. Alom:o Shoemaker, W i l b u r  Hickman . 
. Bottom Row-Fred Gearheart, El.J11er M cG i n ley, Ernest Holsupple, Churles Wallace, Joe G a lbreath. 
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There was no physical education class for men stu­
dents in the earlier years , but there was a football team , 
a baseball team ,  and a basketball team organized by inter­
ested students and faculty members under the Athletic 
Association . Mr .  Charles P. Lantz was hired in the Fall 
of 19 1 1 .  H e  for�ally organized the three teams which 
app�ared in ' 1 3 W ' apper , the first printed year book . Pic­
tures shown in the following pages are :  
1913 Football Team 
1 9 1 3  Baseball Team 
1 9 1 3  Basketball Team 
Men ' s  Gymnastics Demonstration 
1924 Football Team 
1924 Basketball Team 
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Chalkboards and Bulletin Boards 
Chalkboards have been furnished in every class­
room at Eastern since 189 9 .  Bulletin boards were used 
in every department . The physical education department 
used the bulletin boards extensively and frequently to 
present facets of physical education programs and to 
display matters of inf ormat±onal nature for students in 
the Physical Education Building Complex. 
Below is a picture which i l lustrates the place­
ment of these boards in a classroom . 
cameras 
Cameras have been used since the school opened 
in 1899 , by individuals , departments , and the school .  
EVery department has taken pictures of their building , 
their classes , their students , and their activities . 
The Physical Education Department used the cameras 
extensively . Pictures were taken of most sports , of 
dance classes , and of dance recital s .  I n  the earlier 
years there were only black and white pictures . The 
first colored pictures began appearing in the 1960 ' s . 
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The Audio Visual C enter at Eastern was estab­
lished in 195 5 .  S ince the establishment of the Center , 
it has furnished better cameras for departmental use. 
The Center serves the school , its faculty and 
also to some extent , students , in furnishing pictorial 
records of Eastern games , celebrations , and other 
special activities. 
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Opaque Projectors 
Opaque proj ectors have been provided by the 
Audio Visual Center since May 195 6 .  The writer inter­
viewed Dr . Dorothy Hart , uho was hired to teach physical 
education at Eastern in 1947 to the present. Now Dr . 
Hart is the Assistant Dean of the Health , Physical Edu­
cation , and Recreation College. She recalled that the 
physical education department used the opaque pro j ect­
ors in the late 1950 ' s . The opaque proj ector was among 
the first audio-visual devices to come into wide-spread 
use and is stil l  used because of its unique abil ity to 
pro j ect a magnified image of two-dimensional materials 
and some three-dimensional obj ect s .  
.. 
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Overhead Transparency Pro i ectors 
After the establishment of the Audio Visual 
center , it began to furnish nost audio visual equipment 
to all departments . According to their records they fur­
nished the first overhead transparency pro j ectors to the 
physical education department in the Fall of 1 9 6 2 .  That 
same year Mr .  HcCabe used the transparencies for his 
sports classes . Since raost of the classrooms uere fur­
nished with overhead transparency pro jectors , the major­
ity of the faculty members in the physical education 
department take advantage of the transparencies for 
efrective teaching. 
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S lide Proj ectors 
The writer interviewed Mr . William McCabe , who 
was hired to teach at Eastern in 196 2 , and was the head 
of the Physical Education Department from 1 9 7 7- 1984 . 
During his first years at Eastern , he was the baseball 
coach. I n  1965 he made four sets of baseball slides : 
one set for the pitcher , one set for the catcher , one 
set for the in-fielders , and one set for the out-field­
ers .  These slides proved very helpful for teaching 
and coaching baseball .  
Other faculty members have from time to time , 
developed slides and s lide presentations for instruc­
tional use.  
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:qecord Plavers 
The writer interviewed Dr . Dorothy Hart . She 
recalled that when she f irst came in 194 7 there was 
a pianist who accompanied the dance classes . In addi­
tion , the department maintained an excellent record 
coll ection and a number of record players. The r ecord 
players were used for folk dancing and social dancing 
classes . The pianist played for the rhythm and nodern 
dance c lasses . There were other musical instruments 
such as tambourines , maracas , drums , and gongs which 
were used f or dance and rhythm classes . 
Care was taken to select record players suit­
able for use in large areas and with features such as 
speed and volume control in order to create the best 
teaching environment. 
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Tape Recorders 
The writer used her own tape recorder ( Reel ) in 
196 6 .  I t  was used for r ecording some music for dance 
when the records were no longer avai lable .  Hrs .  Alice 
Stoughton has used tape recorders for all of her modern 
dance concerts since 1 9 7 1 .  Mr .  McCabe used the tape 
recorder for his baseball games in 1965 . He transcribed 
it into his notebool� and discussed the games with the 
students during his class period . Most of the student 
physical education maj ors have used their own cassette 
tape recorders in the dance classes since the 1 9 70 ' s . 
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slidef i lms and Fi lmstrips 
The Athletic Institute was founded in Chicago in 
1 9 34 . I t  is a non-profit organization devoted to the 
advancement of athletics , physical education and recrea-
tion . In 195 1 ,  the Athletic Institute produced a series 
of 3 5  mm slidefilrns accompanied by explanatory records 
as an audio visual aid for physical education teachers. 
This series included nine sports of archery , badminton , 
baseball ,  basketball , bowling , golf , .· softball ,  tennis , 
and tumbling. Later this series was expanded to include 
thirty-three different sports . 
Each slidefi lm kit contained from 1 to 9 units , 
sound records , instructors '  guide , and beginner ' s  book-
lets . I t  was a revolutionary leap for physical education 
teaching. It was economical . I t  was the greatest aid at 
. 
the time , and is widely used even today. 
Each sport has a different number of units . For 
example , archery has 5 units , and badminton has six. 
Below is an outline of the two sports , followed by copies 
of a few pages of the original booklets : ( pp.  89-9 2 )  
Archery:  
Unit 1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Unit 4 
Unit 5 
- The History of Archery 
Shooting 
- Aiming 
The Rules Simplified 
- Field Archery 
Badminton : 
Unit l - The Game 
Unit 2 - The Service 
Unit 3 - Overhead Strokes 
Unit 4 - Forehand Strokes 
Unit 5 - Backhand Strokes 
Unit 6 - The Rules Simplified 
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The record shows that the women '. s Physical Educa-
tion Department ordered the archery slidefilm kit in 194 9 ; 
however , the Instructor ' s  Guide was not copyrighted until 
195 1 .  
some of the other faculty members made their own 
filmstrips for teaching and instructional purpose s .  
UNIT ONE 
SPORT i 
When modern a rchers meet with bow 
a n d  arrow for tun and recreation, 
their satisfaction comes from a skill 
t h at has been part of m a n ' s  life far 
back beyond the records of his his­
tory. 
The drawings the cave man left in the 
rocks of the Spanish Peninsula show 
people of that early period with bow 
and arrow. As man developed through 
thousands ot years, archery became 
more and more deeply a�sociated 
with all his activities and enCfeavors­
al l  h i s  moods and emotions. 
5 
89 
First, it was his weapon of survival­
the one tool that, more than any 
other, established his superiority over 
the animals. With it, he no longer had 
to meet his wild foe in physical com. 
bat. 
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The twang of the bowstri n g  i nspired ·1 man's love of music. He added more stri ngs to h i s  bow and made a harp. 
Th us, David's harp developed from 
the bow, a n d  a rchery f u rther en. 
twined itself with our culture. 
I n  the Greek legends, the A mazons 
proved archery was not solely a mas· 
cul ine skill and many a Greek warrior 
fell to their arrows. While these women 
made the bow and arrow a weapon of 
conquest . . .  
. . . back across the Mediterra nean. 
the beautiful bow the Greeks de­
signed became a symbol of love-as· 
sociated then with Diana a nd Cupid. 
6 
UNIT ONE 
GAME 
One of the fostest growing sports in 
Americo these doys is badminton - a 
gome thot started in India, became popu­
lar in Englond, ond come to this country 
vio Conoda within the post twenty-five 
yeors. 
Few games hove cought ho!d as quickly 
ond as permonently omong such o wide 
range of people. And there ore very good 
reasons for its ropid rise to populority. 
5 
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One reason is that strength is not such a 
decisive factor in badminton ability. It is 
pure skill,  timing, and strategy that 
counts and thus girls, boys, men and wo­
men, con compete on o reasonably equal 
basis. 
For the some reasons, badminton olloW! 
good competition between widely differ. 
ent ages. 
The game con be fast and energetic-< 
test of speed and stamina. 
For a change of pace, it con be o go� 
of finesse, relying more on strategy rl 
control than on sp:!ed. Because bodrni< 
ton hos many speeds, you adjust ' 
tempo to your mood. 
9 2  
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f�tion Pictures and Proj ectors 
The writer interviewed Dr . Maynard O ' Brien , who 
was hired to teach at Eastern from 1946 to 1 9 74 .  He was 
the department head of the Hen ' s  Physical Education 
Department before his retirement in 1 9 74 .  According to 
his statement , in the late 194 0 ' s  there was not enough 
money to buy the movie pictures of games from the 
department budget. They first bought a very inexpensive 
camera to make their own f i lrns for the purpos e  of skill 
development . Then in the early 1 9 5 0 ' s  the department 
bought a sequence camera. I t  shot 8 frames in a 
sequence for the purpose of analysis of the movements .  
The Audio Visual Center has furnished the pro j ectors 
since 19 5 5 .  
94 
Videotapes and Videotape Recorders 
The writer interviewed Mrs .  Alice c .  Stoughton 
who was hired to teach modern dance at Eastern in 1 9 7 0 .  
She recalled that she had access to a whole set o f  video­
taping equipment in the Dance S tudio in 1970 with many 
videotapes of dance .  She has used them ever sinc e .  Nr. 
HcCabe has used the video tape recorder in his sports 
classes since 197 1 .  The writer made a videotape of the 
Annual Christmas Dance concert in 1982 for the purpose 
of letting the students view the concert and learn the 
ski l l s .  
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Television and Television Broadcasting 
The Department of Information Service and Tech­
nology offers a course in I nstructional Television. The 
writer and other faculty members have been greatly aided 
by this program. The course introduces students to the 
basic operational procedures of Televi sion relay , along 
with familiarizing them with TV , VTR , and sound equipment. 
This experi ence in audio and video media opens a whole new 
horizon for teachers and students alike. The course shows 
the widespread application of television in instructional 
and also recreational settings . 
The building faci lities , the television equipment , 
and the staff of the Radio and Television Center were pro­
vided at Eastern I l linois University in 198 1 .  The Studio 
for the Television Center wa s finished in Apri l  1 9 8 3  and 
the facility was ca�le-connected to Liberty Telecommunica­
tion Inc . in the same year . The Highlights of Football and 
Basketball have been produced since 198 3 . Those games were 
for "Coaches corner " which i s  a program produced at Eastern 
weekly. The tapes of the games were erased after the s ea­
son was over . From the tapes of those games the best plays 
of every year are selected and added to the current ones , 
so that they can be used for coaching purposes the follow­
ing year . Currently , we have the "Highlights of Football 
1984 " , and a record of the 1984 basketball games has just 
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begun . The coaches of foot�all and basketball are also 
using the tapes for recruiting player s .  At the present , 
Eastern programs about 14 hours a day , broadcasting from 
7 : 00 A . M. to 7 : 00-9 : 00 P . H . , five days a week . The Univer­
sity has applied for a pernit for channel 51 which wi ll be 
a non-commercial , educational UHF station . The Radio Sta­
tion originally was housed on the campus in Coleman Hall .  
I t  was moved to the Buzz ard Building in August 1984 . The 
Radio Station has also applied for a construction permit 
for a !-00-0 watt non-commercial , educational FM Radio Station. 
I t  is hoped that the permit will be granted in the near 
future and wi ll be aired on F!: 88 . 9 on the dial . 
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computer 
The School of Health , Physical Education and 
Recreation bought an I BM computer in 198 3 .  Dr . Walter 
Lowell ,  Dean of the school , has encouraged faculty mem­
bers to take a computer course in order to utilize the 
computer effectively. It is expected that eventually 
each department wil l  furnish one for their own use . 
CHAPTER I I I  
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This study was designed to research the develop­
ment of the physical education program at Eastern 
I llinois university relative to i ts use of audio vi sual 
materials . The period covered was 1899-1984 . The physi­
cal education curriculum was researched from 1988-1924 to 
lay the background for the reporting of early use of 
audio visual materials by this particular department. 
Also the writer phecked the inventory records of the 
Audio Visual C enter at the Universi ty to trace the de�� 
velopment of the Avail ability of the audio visual materi­
als for instructional use. 
In the course of the study i t  was ascertained 
that the earliest form of audio visual materials con­
sisted of simple chalkboards , bul l etin boards , books , 
pamphlets and printed materials . As movie films , loop 
films , slidefilms , fi lmstrips etc . , became avail able 
they were acquired in limited quantities by the Depart­
ment . Later , when the Audio Visual C enter was es­
tablished , the C enter , in turn , made i ts inventory availa­
ble to the Physical Education Department for instructional 
use . 
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The Audio Visual Center at Eastern I llinois Uni­
versity was established in 195 5 .  All kinds of audio vi­
sual aids are furnished by the center to facil itate the 
instructors '  teaching in the various departments of the 
University. Items which were furnished included opaque 
pro jectors , overhead transparency pro j ectors , fi lmstrip 
proj ectors , s lide pro j ectors , f i lm proj ectors , tape 
recorders , cassette recorders , videotape recorders ,  
slides , fi lms and fi lnstrip rentals . 
As a result of interviews with staff , of checking 
Physical Education Department records and of reviewing 
the inventory of the Audio Visual Center , it was deter­
mined that instructional media materials were used exten­
sively in athletics and in the Physical Education Depart­
ment. 
Physical education instructors use f ilms , loop 
f ilms , s lidefilms , and filmstrips for lecture and class­
room instruction. Coaches utilize fi lms for game analyses 
and coaching procedures . Also the Physical Education 
Department developed promotional materials through the use 
of pictorial presentations . 
In studying the reasons for the extensive use 
of audio visual materials by the Physical Education 
Department , it became clear that since all the courses of 
that department are related to physical activities , The 
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first step in learning any sport is to Hatch and observe 
the sport closely as it is being performed . T�e ob­
serving is a visual experience . To correct a student ' s  
performance ;  one has to analyze the movements .  Physical 
education is also an audio oriented discipline. In 
learning any dance movement accompanied by music or sound , 
the dance movement becomes both audio and visually 
oriented. The faculty members of the Physical Education 
Department utilize the audio and visual aids more fre­
quently and extensively than many other departments 
because of the ski lls that are to be mastered in its var­
ious courses . 
In recent years video/audio technology has devel­
oped in enormous dimensions , especi ally in the field of 
sports , cultural entertainments and performing arts . The 
use of special techniques in presenting games gives a much 
better perspective to both coaches and sportsmen to better 
understand the subtleties that are involved in particular 
sports , thereby helping them to improve , change strategies 
or just l earn more about the sport . Also there are video 
presentations of sports that are strictly of instructional 
nature .  To access to such a medi.um has become s o  common­
place that in the next decade we will obviously notice a 
significant improvement in the effectiveness of coaches , 
athletes , players and performers . 
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